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About This Content

X-Plane 11 Global Scenery: South America is a free DLC that you can activate thru your Steam Client. It will give you the
default South America Scenery.

About X-Plane 11

X-Plane 11 is the detailed, realistic, and modern simulator you’ve been waiting for.

A completely redesigned, intuitive user interface that makes setting up and editing your flight a breeze.
Consistently usable 3-D cockpits and stunningly high-resolution exterior models for all included aircraft.

A new effects engine for lighting, sounds, and explosions.
Realistic avionics: all planes are IFR-ready right out of the gate.

Busy, “living” airports with pushback tugs and roaming fuel trucks, able to service both your aircraft and the simulator’s AI
planes.

New buildings & roads to better simulate European cities
…and more!
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Title: X-Plane 11 - Global Scenery: South America
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Laminar Research
Publisher:
Laminar Research
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, or 10, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 CPU with 2 or more cores, or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11-capable video card from NVIDIA or AMD w/512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: Default

Additional Notes: The disk requirements are based on how many world scenery areas are downloaded. Minimum with one
scenery area is 20 GB . Additional scenery areas can be downloaded at no charge at any time after purchase

English
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Finally, this great game did return from the dead.

If you are a fan of Battlezone , try this.

You have great game about a powerful Hover Tank,
fight on different planets and RTS elements like teleport in supporting troops and take outposts.. Fun game with realistic
relationships.
Most characters exhibit growth, and don't do stupid stuff.
Lots of stories out there, the characters are plot-stupid. They do stupid things simply because the plot calls for it.

If someone does something stupid in this game, it's usually because the character is that juvenile, or that incompetent.
Medium intelligent characters behave the way real people do, and smart characters behave as I would expect a smarter person
to.

Love it, lots of fun.. this game is just amazing! fun with friends, Customising levels is fun and generaly just a good time in
general, generaly.
but it does take a little bit of time to figure the game out if your stupid like me (took me 8 hours of playtime to find the axe).
Funny game. Interesting adventures, but is a little bit difficult. Great entertainment for everyone.. This game is really
challenging and that's what makes it fun. This game will hook you up for alot of hours. It got awesome textures, bonus levels and
alot more. Suitable price to it aswell, I really recommend this game.. This is the best game for VR of it's genre since Job
Simulator. A well designed game that has you running an icecream stand in space with a impressive array of features and items.
It strikes the perfect balance between not over burdening you with minutia and keeping the gameplay flowing with lots of
intuative steps. It offers a few game modes, including Campaign progression, which has you unlocking more and more items,
increasing the complexity of the job, as well as an endless mode, with lots of options to tweak the gameplay and difficulty. I
really appreciate the ability to adjust the "height" for children, similar to what Job Sim lets you do, though even more flexable.
This game is a real hit with kids as well as adults.

There is a lot of joy setting up your stations for business and then maintaining them as the game progresses. The variety of tasks
to create your ice cream treats keep the action fun. The frantic thrill of tossing empty containers into the garbage vapourizer,
while simultaniously loading new syrup canisters and shaking on sprinkles shouldn't be this much fun but it definitely is.

Graphics are great, with colourful and sharp visuals. Sound effects compliment the action well. The zero gravity effect adds a
extra layer as you can keep things floating around your work zone, grabbing what you need, as you swap out items and
equipment on the fly. Or accidentally send it flying into space.

Controls are fluid and intutive with a few exceptions. I dont like how you need the grip button to deposit ice cream on a cone, it
isnt a big deal, but after a bit it can become awkward. Id prefer they just did away with that step and auto placed when you bring
the scoop to the cone. The occasional misfire on an hand or button action is too rare to cause any interuption of the fun.

The game is pretty stable, no stutter or crashes, though I continualy find the garbage disposal can glitch up, but overrall the
action is smooth.

A great game that is perfect for those trying out VR for the first time, including those reluctant guests or spouses or just to show
off on if you are a veteran VR user. Check it out, this belongs in everyone's library.. I like this DLC. There is no complex
enviroment, like Neptune (i don't think this is a con). The tracks have very fast straights, are low on chicanes and the curves are
fast, too. Jumps aren't that long and difficult.
The soundtrack completes the DLC's theme. Pumping beats, psychedelic tunes. I just love the guitar track, as it makes me
remember of good old times.
I highly recommend this DLC for beginners and speed freaks.. Should you buy it?
+ great sound track
+ pretty pictures
+ some more
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+ support game

Done.. More than entertaining enough to take the time to write a quick review on it. The game is engaging and will challenge
your skills in figuring out how to make the puppers work together to achieve their goal of getting to their bowls. My only wish is
that this game supported controllers.. Mars Simulator is somewhat more game-like than Take on Mars (TKOM), and within the
limits imposed by the user interface, easier to play. Landing is especially difficult as the lander does not respond well to the key
commands. When you start the actual landing, get on the W and D keys immediately or you won't make it to the target zone. My
only other complaint is that the rover moves far too fast to be realistic and you must do all the driving; there's no instruction
programming interface as there is in TKOM.

There is no manual and no instructions other than what appear on the screen as you play, so I've extracted them, slightly edited,
from the game files.

The capsule carrying the rover has entered the Martian atmosphere. Prepare to land the capsule safely in the landing zone using
the arrow keys or the W,A,S and D keys to steer the capsule towards the landing zone. When the capsule is close enough to the
ground, open the parachute with the spacebar.

When you have control of the rover, move it forwards and backwards using the W and S keys. Use the A and D keys to turn left
and right. Change the camera angle by pressing and holding the right mouse button and then moving the mouse. You can zoom
in and out using the mouse wheel. Take the rover for a test drive to get used to the controls. Drive to the circle indicated on your
screen.

Next, take some photographs of the surroundings. Press 2 to switch to camera mode. Take 15 photos of the area by pressing the
spacebar to take a photo. Zoom in and out with the mouse wheel. Since you can take a maximum of 50 photos before running
out of memory, transmit your photographs back to Earth after each expedition. To successfully transmit them you\u2019ll need
to ensure that you\u2019ve got full reception. On the lower left of the interface you\u2019ll see a signal strength indicator.
Drive around with the rover until you\u2019re able to get a full signal (five green bars). When you find a place where the
reception is good enough to transmit your photographs back to Earth, click on \u201cinventory\u201d on the lower left of the
interface and then on \u201cphotos\u201d. View your photographs, delete any you don\u2019t like, then transmit the rest to
Earth by clicking on the \u201ctransmit all photos\u201d button.

Now drive back to the green circle to start the next mission, rock hunting. Collect some rock samples. Find a small rock and
maneuver the rover so that it\u2019s within reach, then press 3 to use the claw. Use the A and D keys to rotate the arm left and
right. You can raise and lower both parts of the arm with the Q,E,W and S keys. Press the spacebar to pick up an object.

Now you\u2019ve got a rock. Press Enter to place it in your inventory. You can then view the rock in your inventory by clicking
on \u201cinventory\u201d on the lower left of the interface. Collect four more rock samples using the claw.

Take soil samples next. Press 4 to use the drill. Using the A and D keys, rotate the arm left and right. Raise and lower both parts
of the arm with the Q, E, W and S keys. Press the spacebar to activate the drill. As you drill, the dust you extract will be placed
directly in your inventory.

Drive back to the green circle to start the next mission, which is to take a closer look at the terrain. Satellite photos of this area
show a number of strange objects. Explore the valley to the south and find them. Sounds from unknown sources have been
detected in this area. Maybe they\u2019re connected to the strange objects in the satellite photos. Explore the area. You should
be able to see glowing rocks ahead; they must be the strange objects in the satellite photos. Use the claw to take a sample.

Satellite photos show three more glowing rocks. Find them and take samples of each for a total of four samples of these
artifacts. Take 25 more photos and transmit them back to Earth.

The entrance to a large cave lies to the southeast. Drive there. It\u2019s dark in the cave and visibility is poor; press the N key to
switch to infrared mode. Explore the cave, carefully. Since no sunlight reaches the interior of the cave, the solar cells
can\u2019t be recharged. The yellow glowing mineral crystals seem like they may be an energy source; you might be able to
charge the solar cells with them instead. Collect 10 samples.
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Sensors indicate that there may be frozen water nearby. Take a core sample if you come across any ice. The seismograph just
recorded a powerful earthquake. Get the rover out of the cave as fast as you can before it caves in.

Storage containers for the samples are all full. The samples must be transported back to Earth. Return to the landing zone.
Watch out for whirlwinds on the way, and drive the rover onto the platform. The return capsule is ready to take off but it's very
windy. Use the arrow keys to steer against the wind and prevent the capsule from crashing.
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Best dlc yet!. Perfect... Addicting....
And as abusive as any toxic relationship
Must buy for any self-loathing yet stubborn personality. Most the CIV games I've played have been good (civ5 was very good).
The games kind of remind me of monopoly everyone loves it the way it is ridiculously long game that you sometimes never truly
finish or someone starts losing after a long time gets frustrated and quits. I think they were missing the point of the game by
trying to change and add many new features and functions. And most players want at least a little bit of those sweet scenarios
like in CIV5 I spent weeks playing Into the Renaissance in different ways. All you guys really have to do is keep monopoly
simple but add some new fun content. Not try to change monopoly into risk. A few solid scenarios probably would have saved
this one but this time it felt lazy and too much time and effort trying to change monopoly into risk.. snek
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s be like:. i played one game of this died 3 times did not know what was going on i even
thought this was a zombie game it could had made this a lot better who know might not had been too far into the game to injoy
it but rn not worth it. 2 new weapons, contains pistols and granades-smoke and clock bomb.. Fun game to play if you have
friends over.
I would like to play it online though.. -I am going to be plain. This is a book. A book with choices in it that draw you into the
story and lore of the world more so than a normal book.

-So yes...I do recomend this. I loved the story because I felt like I was that Dragoon officer. They don't exagerate the whole
"VAST UNSTOPPABLE POWER! OF YOUR IMGANATION" thing.

-This is a great story to get sucked into.

-10\/10! Books are cool again!. controls are terrible, glitches everywhere and bad story
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